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About This Game

Place tiles on the board to match the color or symbol of adjacent tiles to create 'passages' from edge to edge. Completed
rows and columns ('passages') disappear from the board. Passage 4 is an easy to learn but challenging game that incorporates the

best elements of several classic games. It will keep you fascinated for hours. Give it a try!

Features:

More than 220 levels

3 game modes with 3 levels of difficulty

6 different graphic themes

Spoken tutorial

Great sound effects and background music
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Title: Passage 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Netmin Games
Publisher:
Libredia
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2016
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The game is broken. It freezes at the menu screen. Once you exit the game you can not go back in. I asked for a refund.. it's cool
tho not as easy to use or simple to manipulate. I'm currently having trouble with importing music into the project i'm making rn
and struggling with the combat settings but overall an alright way to start make an RPG but a little overwelming. I often play
hidden object games and can even enjoy them if they are of lower quality however, I just couldn't get past the bugs with this
game. Things were very often outsite my viewing screen where I couldn't see it and it was difficult to switch from location to
location and I would have to click multiple times. Some things didn't make sense such as using a rose thorn to transfer fire from
a pire to a lamp. Yes the game is very affordable but I wouldn't suggest wasting my time.. Very easy escape room game.

Starts bad I wanted to leave this game after 5 min...

But the bizarre mature scenario and the very good music made me continue the adventure.

I don't regret. For 3 euros I enjoyed the experience.. Not really worth a buy. More of a miniclip game... The rounds last give or
take 2 mins... But the loading itself is longer than that!. I liked this game, even though it was short. Most of the puzzles were on
the easier side, but a few (optional) were quite frustrating, because it was very difficult to figure the mechanics of it. It was a
trial and error and thing. Also, I got stuck in a few places, especially when the companion was blocking my path and couldn't
move him away. Overall, the game was enjoyable from the beginning till the end.. Great game! Love the voxel-inspired graphics
and the concept of the game, can't wait to see the next updates! :D. First of all, this game has easy technique. But It's not
making any problem, It's still good to play and chill out.

When I launched this game first time I thought "I won't play It for a long time..". In truth, It's not a long game. Only 50 levels of
all the gameplay, easy challenges...
I'm not saying that this game is bad. Some games make you scream, some games make you rage, but not this one.
As I said before, this game is good for chill out.

. Charming. Delightful. I thoroughly enjoyed the journey!
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Excellent! So happy to be playing this game again. Sure, the graphics are crusty as a crab but the gameplay.. oh it's just so
amazing. Love it!. I enjoyed it.. Not your average procedurally-generated rhythm game.

Best way to play is to set difficulty to none and fly around the trippy lightshow visualizer spacescape, maybe shooting at the sun
sometimes for flashy effects.
Or you can actually do what the game tells you and shoot the "robot nazis". That's fun too.

Drugs highly recommended when playing.. Amazing game! I love it.. A cute retro platformer about a Fox. What more can you
want?

PROS:
The puzzles
The soundtrack
The designs
Price Wise + Includes soundtrack!
3 Different Characters to unlock

CONS:
Short gameplay
There are a few bugs
You die quite quick and easy
No controls on the menu
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